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Abstract. This paper adapts techniques from the term rewriting liter-
ature in order to show termination of imperative programs operating on
numbers. For this, we present a two-stage approach. In the ﬁrst stage, im-
perative programs are translated into constrained term rewrite systems
operating on numbers, where constraints are quantiﬁer-free formulas of
Presburger arithmetic. This way, computations of imperative programs
are mimicked by rewrite sequences. In the second stage, termination of
constrained term rewrite systems is analyzed by specializing and simpli-
fying the dependency pair framework for normalized equational rewriting
with constraints. This approach is highly ﬂexible and allows the use of
various termination techniques adapted from the term rewriting liter-
ature, including graph-based decompositions and polynomial interpre-
tations. The approach has been used to prove termination of a large
collection of imperative programs.
1 Introduction
Methods for automatically proving termination of imperative programs have re-
ceived increased attention recently. In a series of papers, a number of researchers
have focussed on automatic approaches for showing termination of imperative
programs operating on numbers (e.g. [4,5,3,2,18,8]). Methods for automati-
cally generating ranking functions, in particular linear and polynomial ranking
functions, have been developed. Terminator [9], a tool developed at Microsoft
Research, has been reportedly used for showing termination of device drivers.
In this paper, techniques from the term rewriting literature are adapted in
order to show termination of imperative programs operating on numbers via a
two-stage approach to termination analysis. In the ﬁrst stage, an imperative pro-
gram is translated into a constrained term rewrite system based on Presburger
arithmetic (PA-based TRS), where the constraints are number-theoretic rela-
tions on program variables expressed in quantiﬁer-free Presburger arithmetic. In
this way, every computation of the imperative program can be mimicked by a
rewrite sequence, and termination of the PA-based TRS implies termination of
the imperative program.
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Example 1. The imperative program
while (x < y) {
x++
}
is translated into the PA-based TRS
eval(x,y) → eval(x + 1,y) Jx < yK
The rule mimics the state change during a single execution of the loop body,
where the constraint of the rule corresponds to the condition of the loop. ♦
In the second stage, termination of PA-based TRSs is analyzed by special-
izing and simplifying the dependency pair framework for normalized equational
rewriting with constraints as proposed by the authors [10]. It is ﬁrst shown that
a PA-based TRS is terminating if and only if it does not admit inﬁnite chains
built by relating rewrite rules. Next, a variety of termination processors are
introduced which transform a complex termination problem into a set of sim-
pler termination problems. Using these termination processors and polynomial
interpretations, the proposed approach has been used to prove termination of
a large collection of imperative programs. In addition to developing methods
for establishing termination of PA-based TRSs, we also discuss an approach for
showing non-termination of such systems. A similar two-stage approach to show-
ing termination of programs via term rewriting has been applied successfully to
declarative programming languages like Prolog [20] or Haskell [13].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces PA-based TRSs,
which make use of constraints expressed in Presburger arithmetic. The rewrite
relation induced by such systems relies on the fact that the validity problem of
constraints in Presburger arithmetic is decidable. Section 3 discusses the transla-
tion of imperative programs operating on numbers into PA-based TRSs. Section
4 introduces the concept of chains and proves that a PA-based TRS is terminat-
ing if and only if it does not admit inﬁnite chains. Section 5 proposes a framework
for showing termination of PA-based TRSs by transforming a termination prob-
lem into a set of simpler termination problems using termination processors.
Section 6 discusses several termination processors, including a relatively simple
one based on unsatisﬁable constraints and more sophisticated ones based on
termination graphs and reduction pairs. Polynomial interpretations turn out to
be particularly eﬀective as reduction pairs. Furthermore, they can be generated
automatically by adapting techniques and heuristics discussed in [7,11]. Finally,
Section 7 presents an approach for detecting non-termination of PA-based TRSs.
Appendices A–C contain a large collection of examples from the literature
and the termination problem data base [21]. It is shown how the proposed ap-
proach works eﬀectively for these programs.
2 PA-based TRSs
In order to model natural numbers we use the function symbols from FPA =
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denotes the natural number corresponding to the variable-free PA-term s. We
then extend FPA by ﬁnitely many function symbols f with types nat × ... ×
nat → univ, where univ is a type distinct from nat. The set containing these
function symbols is denoted F. For a set V of variables we let T (F,FPA,V)
denote the set of terms of the form f(s1,...,sn) where f ∈ F and s1,...,sn are
PA-terms over V. We write s∗ for a tuple s1,...,sn of terms and extend notions
from terms to tuples of terms component-wise.
The rewrite rules that we use have constraints on natural numbers that guard
when a rewrite step may be performed.
Deﬁnition 2 (Syntax of PA-constraints). An atomic PA-constraint has the
form s ≃ t or s > t for terms s,t ∈ T (FPA,V), or k | s for some k ∈ N − {0}
and s ∈ T (FPA,V). The set of PA-constraints is inductively deﬁned as follows:
1. ⊤ is a PA-constraint.
2. Every atomic PA-constraint is a PA-constraint.
3. If C is a PA-constraint, then ¬C is a PA-constraint.
4. If C1,C2 are PA-constraints, then C1 ∧ C2 is a PA-constraint.
The other Boolean connectives ∨, ⇒, and ⇔ are deﬁned as usual. We also
use PA-constraints of the form s ≥ t, s < t, and s ≤ t as abbreviations for
s > t ∨ s ≃ t, t > s, and t > s ∨ t ≃ s, respectively. We write s  ≃ t for ¬(s ≃ t),
and similarly for the other predicates.
Deﬁnition 3 (Semantics of PA-constraints). A variable-free PA-constraint
C is PA-valid iﬀ
1. C has the form ⊤, or
2. C has the form s ≃ t and s = t in the natural numbers, or
3. C has the form s > t and s > t in the natural numbers, or
4. C has the form k | s and k divides s in the natural numbers, or
5. C has the form ¬C1 and C1 is not PA-valid, or
6. C has the form C1 ∧ C2 and both C1 and C2 are PA-valid.
A PA-constraint C with variables is PA-valid iﬀ Cσ is PA-valid for all ground
substitution σ : V(C) → T (FPA). A PA-constraint C is PA-satisﬁable iﬀ there
exists a ground substitution σ : V(C) → T (FPA) such that Cσ is PA-valid.
Otherwise, C is PA-unsatisﬁable.
PA-validity and PA-satisﬁability are decidable [19]. In the following, we write
s ≃PA t as a shorthand for “s ≃ t is PA-valid” for PA-terms s,t over V. Similarly,
for terms s = f(s∗) and t = g(t∗) from T (F,FPA,V), we write s ≃PA t if f = g
and s∗ ≃PA t∗.
The rewrite rules that we consider have left and right sides from T (F,FPA,V)
and come with a PA-constraint C. Thus, the arguments to the outermost func-
tion symbols are PA-terms and function symbols from F do not occur below the
root position. The rewrite relation obtained by this kind of rules is introduced
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Deﬁnition 4 (PA-based Rewrite Rules). A PA-based rewrite rule has the
form f(s∗) → g(t∗)JCK with f,g ∈ F, terms s∗,t∗ ∈ T (FPA,V), and a PA-
constraint C.
In a PA-based rewrite rule l → rJ⊤K the constraint ⊤ is omitted. A ﬁnite set
R of PA-based rewrite rules is called a PA-based term rewrite system (PA-based
TRS).
PA-based TRSs give rise to the following rewrite relation. It is based on
extended rewriting [17] but requires that the constraint of the PA-based rewrite
rule is PA-valid after being instantiated by the matching substitution. Notice
that rewriting is only permitted at the root position of a term and that all
variables are instantiated to PA-terms by the matching substitution.
Deﬁnition 5 (Rewrite Relation). For a a PA-based TRS R we let s →PA\R t
iﬀ there exist a PA-based rewrite rule l → rJCK ∈ R and a substitution σ such
that
1. s ≃PA lσ,
2. Cσ is PA-valid, and
3. t = rσ.
3 Translating Imperative Programs into PA-based TRSs
We consider a simple imperative programming language where programs are
formed according to the following grammar.1
stmt ::= skip
| assgn
| stmt; stmt
| if (cond) {stmt} else {stmt}
| while (cond) {stmt}
| either {stmt} or {stmt}
assgn ::= (var1,...,vark) := (exp1,...,expk) for some k ≥ 1
var ::= “variable names”
exp ::= exp’
| exp’ / nat
exp’ ::= “linear arithmetic expressions with + and −”
nat ::= n for some n ∈ N − {0}
cond ::= “PA-constraints”
Here, skip denotes a do-nothing statement and the either statement denotes a
non-deterministic choice. The “;” in a concatenation statement may be omitted
if the ﬁrst statement ends with a “}”. The PA-constraints for cond usually only
use conjunction (written && in programs), disjunction (written || in programs),
1 The imperative language and the translation into PA-based TRSs can easily be
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and negation (written ! in programs). Also, the predicates are written in their
plain text representation. We assume that every variable of the program occurs
at most once on the left side of any assignment statement. A parallel assignment
statement (x1,...,xk) := (e1,...,ek) with k = 1 is also written x1 := e1.
We also use x++ as an abbreviation for x := x + 1, and x-- as an abbreviation
for x := x - 1.
The translation now proceeds as follows, where we assume that the program
uses the variables x1,...,xn. Assume that the program contains m control points
(i.e., program entry, while or if statements2). Then the ith control point in
the program is assigned a function symbol evali : nat × ... × nat → univ
with n arguments. For simplicity and without loss of generality we assume that
each straight-line code segment between control points is a parallel assignment
statement, skip, or empty.
For all 1 ≤ i,j ≤ m such that the jth control point can be reached from the
ith control point by a straight-line code segment, each such straight-line code
segment gives rise to a PA-based rewrite rule of the form
evali(...) → evalj(...)JC1 ∧ C2K
where the constraint C1 is determined as follows. If the ith control point is a
while statement, then C1 is the condition of the while statement or the negated
condition of the while statement, depending on whether the loop body is entered
to reach the jth control point or not. If the ith control point is an if statement,
then C1 is the condition of the if statement or the negated condition of the if
statement, depending on whether the then-branch or the else-branch is taken to
reach the jth control point.3
If the straight-line code segment is a skip statement or empty, then we let
C2 be empty and the rewrite rule becomes
evali(x1,...,xn) → evalj(x1,...,xn)JC1K
If the straight-line code segment is a parallel assignment statement then the
constraint C2 is used in order to model the updates performed by the parallel
assignment statement.
3.1 Simple Cases
Here we consider various simple cases of the parallel assignment statement. As
a ﬁrst special case, if all single assignments in a parallel assignment statement
are of the form xi :=
Pn
j=1 ai
jxj + ci, then the PA-based rewrite rule becomes
evali(x1,...,xn) → evalj
￿Pn
j=1 a1
jxj + c1,...,
Pn
j=1 an
j xj + cn
￿
JC1K
2 For termination purposes it is not necessary to consider the program exit.
3 It is also possible to merge the control point of an if-statement with its preceding
control point. In that case C1 is the conjunction of constraints obtained along that
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Similarly, if all single assignments have the form xi := xi - ci with con-
stants c1,...,cn ∈ N, then we perform a case split on which of the xi are less
than ci. For this, let X = {xi | ci  = 0} and construct a PA-based rewrite rule
for each Y ⊆ X, where intuitively Y contains precisely the variables xi which
are less than ci. Thus, we construct the PA-based rewrite rules
S
Y ⊆X{evali(x1,...,xn)σY → evalj(x′
1,...,x′
n)σY JC1σY ∧
V
xi∈Y xi < ciK}
where σY is the substitution with
σY (xi) =
(
xi if xi ∈ Y
xi + ci if xi  ∈ Y
and
σY (x
′
i) =
(
0 if xi ∈ Y
xi if xi  ∈ Y
The case where all single assignments are either of the form xi := xi + ci
or xi := xi - ci for some c1,...,cn ∈ N can be handled by combining the two
previous constructions.
As a last simple case, assume that the parallel assignment statement consists
of only one single assignment xi := xi -
Pn
j=1 bjxj - c where bi = 0. Then we
generate the PA-based rewrite rules
evalj(x1,...,xi,...,xn) → evalj(x1,...,0,...,xn)JC1 ∧ xi <
Pn
j=1 bjxj + cK
and
evalj(x1,...,xi +
Pn
j=1 bjxj + c,...,xn) → evalj(x1,...,xi,...,xn)JC1σK
where σ is the substitution with σ(xi) = xi +
Pn
j=1 bjxj +c. Single assignments
of the form xi := xk -
Pn
j=1 bjxj - c with i  = k and bk = 0 can be handled
similarly.
Example 6. Using the translation, the imperative program
while (x > 0) {
while (y > 0) {
y--
}
x--
}
is translated into the PA-based rewrite rules
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y)Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,0)Jy > 0 ∧ y < 1K (2)
eval2(x,y + 1) → eval2(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(0,y)Jy  > 0 ∧ x < 1K (4)
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval1(x,y)Jy  > 0K (5)
Here, the outer while statement is the ﬁrst control point, and the inner while
statement is the second control point. This PA-based TRS is the running example
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3.2 General Case
In the general case of a parallel assignment the rewrite rule has the form
evali(x1,...,xn) → evalj(x
′
1,...,x
′
n)JC1 ∧ C2K
where C1 is as above and C2 describes the update from xi to x′
i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
If the variable xi does not occur on the left side of the parallel assignment, then
we replace x′
i on the right side by xi.
Otherwise, the assignment to xi can be written as
xi :=
Pn
j=1 ajxj+c−
Pn
j=1 bjxj
d
or
xi :=
Pn
j=1 ajxj−
Pn
j=1 bjxj−c
d
with a1,...,an,b1,...,bn,c ∈ N and d ∈ N − {0}, where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, at
most one of ai and bi is non-zero. We discuss the ﬁrst case in detail, the second
case is handled similarly. Thus, let p =
Pn
j=1 ajxj + c and q =
Pn
j=1 bjxj.
We now perform a case split on whether p < q or p  < q, using the cut-oﬀ
semantics of subtraction on the natural numbers. In the ﬁrst case we obtain the
constraint p < q ∧ x′
i ≃ 0. In the second case the ﬂoor semantics of division on
natural numbers gives dx′
i ≤ p − q < d(x′
i + 1), giving rise to the constraint
dx′
i + q ≤ p ∧ p < dx′
1 + d + q. We than add Ci
2 = (p < q ∧ x′
i ≃ 0) ∨ (p  <
q∧dx′
i +q ≤ p∧p < dx′
1 +d+q) as a conjunct to C2. If q = 0 then the ﬁrst case
does not need to be considered and the conjunct p  < q is omitted in the second
case.
After doing this for all variables, the constraint C1 ∧ C2 is brought into
disjunctive normal form and we create several copies
evali(x1,...,xn) → evalj(x′
1,...,x′
n)JDlK
of the PA-based rewrite rule, one for each disjunct Dl in the DNF of C1 ∧ C2.
Finally, if Dl contains a conjunct x′
i ≃ 0, we replace x′
i on the right side by 0.
Example 7. The imperative program
while (l < u) {
either {
l := (l + u + 2) / 2
} or {
u := (l + u) / 2
}
}
is translated into the PA-based rewrite rules
eval(l,u) → eval(l′,u)Jl < u ∧ 2l′ ≤ l + u + 2 ∧ l + u + 2 < 2l′ + 2K
eval(l,u) → eval(l,u
′)Jl < u ∧ 2u
′ ≤ l + u ∧ l + u < 2u
′ + 2K
Notice that q = 0 in both cases (using the notation from above). ♦8 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
3.3 Correctness of the Translation
The following theorem is based on the observation that any state transition of
the imperative program can be mimicked by a rewrite sequence.
Theorem 8. Let P be an imperative program. Then the above translation pro-
duces a PA-based TRS RP such that P is terminating if RP is terminating.
Proof sketch. That the translation produces a PA-based TRS is immediate by
inspection. For the second statement consider the control ﬂow graph associated
with P, where, as in [18], each control point produces a node and the transitions
are labeled by the parallel assignment statement executed during that transition
and the condition obtained from the while or if statement. A typical transition
has the form
ith control point jth control point
C1
(x1,...,xk) := (e1,...,ek)
It now suﬃces to notice that the translation for the general case produces the
rewrite rule
evali(x1,...,xn) → evalj(x′
1,...,x′
n)JC1 ∧ C2K
corresponding to this transition, where C2 describes the update to the variables
as speciﬁed by the parallel assignment statement. ⊓ ⊔
Example 9. This example shows that the converse of this statement is not true.
The imperative program
x := 0;
while (x > 0) {
x++
}
is translated into the PA-based rewrite rules
eval1(x) → eval2(0)
eval2(x) → eval2(x + 1)Jx > 0K
While the imperative program is clearly terminating, the PA-based TRS is not
terminating since eval2(1) →PA\R eval2(2) →PA\R eval2(3) →PA\R .... ♦
The translation can be replaced by a diﬀerent translation and it is possible to
consider translations from more general transition systems as well as long as the
statement of the theorem is satisﬁed. The remainder of this paper is concerned
with methods for showing termination of PA-based TRSs.
4 Characterizing Termination of PA-based TRSs
In order to verify termination of PA-based TRSs we rely on the notion of chains.
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termination analysis of ordinary term rewriting [1] and normalized equational
rewriting with constraints [10]. Intuitively, a chain represents a possible sequence
of rule applications in a reduction w.r.t. →PA\R. In the following, we always as-
sume that diﬀerent (occurrences of) PA-based rewrite rules are variable disjoint,
and we consider substitutions whose domain may be inﬁnite. These assumptions
allow us to consider a single substitution in the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 10 (R-Chains). Let R be a PA-based TRS. A (possibly inﬁnite)
sequence of PA-based rewrite rules l1 → r1JC1K,l2 → r2JC2K,... from R is a
R-chain iﬀ there exists a substitution σ such that riσ ≃PA li+1σ and Ciσ is
PA-valid for all i ≥ 1.
Example 11. Continuing Example 6, we can construct the ﬁnite R-chain
eval2(x,y + 1) → eval2(x,y) Jy + 1 > 0K
eval2(x′,y′ + 1) → eval2(x′,y′) Jy′ + 1 > 0K
eval2(x′′ + 1,y′′) → eval1(x′′,y′′) Jy′′  > 0K
by considering the substitution σ = {x  → 1,x′  → 1,x′′  → 0,y  → 1,y′  → 0,y′′  →
0} since then eval2(x,y)σ = eval2(1,1) ≃PA eval2(1,0 + 1) = eval2(x′,y′ + 1)σ
and eval2(x′,y′)σ = eval2(1,0) ≃PA eval2(0 + 1,0) = eval2(x′′ + 1,y′′)σ, where
additionally (y + 1 > 0)σ = (1 + 1 > 0), (y′ + 1 > 0)σ = (0 + 1 > 0), and
(y′′  > 0)σ = (0  > 0) are PA-valid. ♦
Using the notion of R-chains we obtain the following characterization of
termination of a PA-based TRS R.
Theorem 12. Let R be a PA-based TRS. Then R is terminating iﬀ there are
no inﬁnite R-chains.
Proof. Let R be a PA-based TRS.
“⇐” Assume there exists a term s ∈ T (F,FPA,V) which starts an inﬁnite
→PA\R-reduction and consider an inﬁnite reduction starting with s. According
to the deﬁnition of →PA\R there exist a PA-based rewrite rule l1 → r1JC1K ∈ R
and a substitution σ1 such that s ≃PA l1σ1 and C1σ is PA-valid. The reduction
then yields r1σ1 and the inﬁnite →PA\R-reduction continues with r1σ1, i.e., the
term r1σ1 starts an inﬁnite →PA\R-reduction as well. The ﬁrst PA-based rewrite
rule in the inﬁnite R-chain that we are going to construct is l1 → r1JC1K. The
other PA-based rewrite rules of the inﬁnite R-chain are determined in the same
way: let li → riJCiK be a PA-based rewrite rule such that riσi starts an inﬁnite
→PA\R-reduction. Again a PA-based rewrite rule li+1 → ri+1JCi+1K is applied
to riσi using a substitution σi+1 and the term ri+1σi+1 starts an inﬁnite →PA\R-
reduction. This produces the next PA-based rewrite rule in the inﬁnite R-chain.
In this way, we obtain the inﬁnite sequence
l1 → r1JC1K, l2 → r2JC2K, l3 → r3JC3K, ...
Since we assume that diﬀerent (occurrences of) PA-based rewrite rules are vari-
ables disjoint, we obtain the substitution σ = σ1∪σ2∪... such that riσ ≃PA li+1σ
and the instantiated PA-constraint Ciσ is PA-valid for all i ≥ 1. Thus, this in-
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“⇒” Assume there exists an inﬁnite R-chain
l1 → r1JC1K, l2 → r2JC2K, l3 → r3JC3K, ...
Hence, there exists a substitution σ such that
r1σ ≃PA l2σ,
r2σ ≃PA l3σ,
. . .
and the instantiated PA-constraints C1σ,C2σ,... are PA-valid.
From this, we obtain the inﬁnite →PA\R reduction
r1σ →PA\R r2σ →PA\R r3σ...
and R is thus not terminating. ⊓ ⊔
5 A Framework for Termination Analysis
In the next section we develop various techniques that can be used in order
to show termination and non-termination of PA-based TRSs. In order to show
soundness of these techniques independently, and in order to being able to freely
combine them in a ﬂexible manner, we introduce the notions of termination prob-
lems and termination processors, giving rise to a termination framework. These
notions are specialized and simpliﬁed from the dependency pair framework for
termination analysis of ordinary term rewriting [14] and normalized equational
rewriting with constraints [10].
Deﬁnition 13 (Termination Problems). A termination problem is a PA-
based TRS. The termination problem P is good iﬀ there are no inﬁnite P-chains.
Otherwise, P is bad.
According to Theorem 12 we are interested in showing that the termination
problem R is good for a PA-based TRS R. In order to show that a termination
problem is good, it is transformed into a set of simpler termination problems for
which this property is easier to show. This transformation is done by termination
processors.
Deﬁnition 14 (Termination Processors).A termination processor is a func-
tion Proc that takes a termination problem as input and returns either a ﬁnite
set of termination problems or no as output. The termination processor Proc is
sound iﬀ for all termination problems P, P is good whenever Proc(P)  = no and
all termination problems in Proc(P) are good. The termination processor Proc
is complete iﬀ for all termination problems P, P is bad whenever Proc(P) = no
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Thus, soundness is required in order to use a termination processor to prove
termination, while completeness is needed in order to conclude non-termination.
Note that Proc(P) = {P} is possible. This can be interpreted as a failure of
Proc on its input and indicates that a diﬀerent termination processor should be
applied. The method for showing termination and non-termination is based on
the following concept.
Deﬁnition 15 (Termination Tree). Let R be a PA-based TRS. A termina-
tion tree for R is a non-empty tree whose nodes are labelled with termination
problems, yes or no and whose root is labelled with R such that for every internal
node labelled with the termination problem P, there exists a sound termination
processor Proc satisfying one of the following conditions:
• Proc(P) = no and the node has just one child, labelled with no.
• Proc(P) = ∅ and the node has just one child, labelled with yes.
• Proc(P)  = no, Proc(P)  = ∅, and the children of the node are labelled with
the termination problems in Proc(P).
The following is immediate from Deﬁnitions 14 and 15 and Theorem 12 and
constitutes our method for showing termination and non-termination.
Corollary 16. Let R be a PA-based TRS.
1. If there exists a termination tree for R such that all leaves of the tree are
labelled with yes, then R is terminating.
2. If there exists a termination tree for R such that one leaf of the tree is labelled
with no and all termination processors used on the path from the root to that
leaf are complete, then R is non-terminating.
Example 17. Assume we are given a PA-based TRS R and sound termination
processors Proci for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 such that Proc0(R) = {P1,P2} and Proc1(P1) =
Proc2(P2) = ∅. Then the following termination tree might be constructed.
R
{ { { C C C
P1 P2
yes yes
Since all leaves are labeled with yes the PA-based TRS R is terminating.
But if Proc1(P1) = {P3,P4,P5} and Proc2(P2) = no, then the following
termination tree might be constructed.
R
z zz D D D
P1
{ { { C C C P2
P3 P4 P5 no
If Proc0 and Proc2 are complete, then R is non-terminating. ♦12 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
6 Termination Processors
This section introduces various sound and complete termination processors. The
termination processor of Section 6.1 removes PA-based rewrite rules with an
unsatisﬁable constraint from a termination problem. Section 6.2 introduces the
termination graph, which determines which PA-based rewrite rules may follow
each other in a chain. The termination processor of Section 6.3 uses well-founded
relations in order to remove PA-based rewrite rules from a termination problem.
Section 6.4 shows how polynomial interpretations can be used in order to gener-
ate suitable well-founded relations. Finally, Section 6.5 introduces a termination
processor that allows the replacement of a PA-based rewrite rule by a set of new
PA-based rewrite rules which might be easier to analyze.
First, we show a general result about completeness of termination processors.
Lemma 18. Let Proc be a termination processor such that for all termination
problems P, Proc(P)  = no and P′ ⊆ P for all P′ ∈ Proc(P). Then Proc is
complete.
Proof. Assume there exists a P′ ∈ Proc(P) such that P′ is bad. Thus, there
exists an inﬁnite P′-chain. Since P′ ⊆ P, this is also an inﬁnite P-chain and P
is bad as well. ⊓ ⊔
6.1 Unsatisﬁable Constraints
If PA-based rewrite rules in a termination problem have a constraint which is PA-
unsatisﬁable, then these PA-based rewrite rules may be deleted since they cannot
occur in any chain. This removal is particularly useful since the translation from
imperative programs into PA-based TRSs may generate PA-based rewrite rules
with constraints that are PA-unsatisﬁable.
Theorem 19 (Processor Based on Unsatisﬁable Constraints). The ter-
mination processor with Proc(P) = {P − P′} such that P′ = {l → rJCK ∈
P | C is PA-unsatisﬁable} is sound and complete.
Proof. For soundness, let l1 → r1JC1K,l2 → r2JC2K,... be an inﬁnite P-chain.
Thus, there exists a substitution σ such that C1σ,C2σ,... are PA-valid. In par-
ticular, the constraints C1,C2,... are PA-satisﬁable and the PA-based rewrite
rules thus cannot come from P′. Therefore, the inﬁnite P-chain is also an inﬁ-
nite (P −P′)-chain. Completeness of the termination processor is immediate by
Lemma 18. ⊓ ⊔
Example 20. Recall the PA-based TRS
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y)Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,0)Jy > 0 ∧ y < 1K (2)
eval2(x,y + 1) → eval2(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(0,y)Jy  > 0 ∧ x < 1K (4)Proving Termination of Imperative Programs via Term Rewriting 13
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval1(x,y)Jy  > 0K (5)
from Example 6. Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the initial
termination problem {(1) − (5)} is transformed into the termination problem
{(1),(3),(4),(5)} since the constraint y > 0∧y < 1 of the PA-based rewrite rule
(2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. ♦
6.2 Termination Graphs
The termination processor introduced in this section decomposes a termination
problem into several independent termination problems by determining which
PA-based rewrite rules from P may follow each other in a P-chain. The processor
relies on the notion of termination graphs. This notion is motivated by the notion
of dependency graphs used in the dependency pair framework for ordinary term
rewriting [1] and normalized equational rewriting with constraints [10].
Deﬁnition 21 (Termination Graphs). Let P be a termination problem. The
nodes of the P-termination graph TG(P) are the PA-based rewrite rules from P
and there is an arc from l1 → r1JC1K to l2 → r2JC2K iﬀ l1 → r1JC1K, l2 → r2JC2K
is a P-chain.
Note that it is decidable whether there is an arc from l1 → r1JC1K to l2 →
r2JC2K. Let r1 = f(s∗) and l2 = g(t∗). If f  = g then there is no arc between the
PA-based rewrite rules. Otherwise, there is an arc between the PA-based rewrite
rules iﬀ there is a substitution σ such that the constraint s∗σ ≃ t∗σ∧C1σ∧C2σ
is PA-valid, i.e., iﬀ the constraint s∗ ≃ t∗ ∧ C1 ∧ C2 is PA-satisﬁable.
A set P′ ⊆ P of PA-based rewrite rules is a cycle in TG(P) iﬀ for all PA-
based rewrite rules l1 → r1JC1K and l2 → r2JC2K from P′ there exists a path
from l1 → r1JC1K to l2 → r2JC2K that only traverses PA-based rewrite rules from
P′. A cycle is a strongly connected component (SCC) if it is not a proper subset
of any other cycle. Now, every inﬁnite P-chain corresponds to a cycle in TG(P),
and it is thus suﬃcient to prove the absence of inﬁnite chains for all SCCs.
Theorem 22 (Processor Based on Termination Graphs). The termina-
tion processor with Proc(P) = {P1,...,Pn}, where P1,...,Pn are the SCCs of
TG(P), is sound and complete.4
Proof. After a ﬁnite number of PA-based rewrite rules in the beginning, any
inﬁnite P-chain only contains PA-based rewrite rules from some SCC. Hence,
every inﬁnite P-chain gives rise to an inﬁnite Pi-chain for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and Proc is thus sound. Completeness of the termination processor follows from
Lemma 18. ⊓ ⊔
Example 23. Continuing Example 20, we are left with the termination problem
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y)Jx > 0K (1)
4 Note, in particular, that Proc(∅) = ∅.14 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
eval2(x,y + 1) → eval2(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(0,y)Jy  > 0 ∧ x < 1K (4)
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval1(x,y)Jy  > 0K (5)
This termination problem gives rise to the termination graph
(1) (3) (5) (4)
The termination graph contains one SCC and the termination processor of The-
orem 22 returns the termination problem {(1),(3),(5)}. ♦
6.3 Reduction Pairs
In this section we consider well-founded relations on terms and we show that,
under certain conditions, PA-based rewrite rules may be deleted from a termi-
nation problem if their left side is strictly “bigger” than their right side. The
relations that can be used need to satisfy the following property.
Deﬁnition 24 (PA-compatible Relations). A relation ⊲⊳ on T (F,FPA,V)
is PA-compatible iﬀ s′ ≃PA s ⊲⊳ t ≃PA t′ implies s′ ⊲⊳ t′ for all s,t,s′,t′.
Our notion of PA-reduction pairs is motivated by the notion of reduction
pairs [16]. A PA-reduction pair consists of two relations   and ≻, where we do
not require ≻ to be the strict part of  .
Deﬁnition 25 (PA-reduction Pairs). A PA-reduction pair ( ,≻) consists of
two relations on T (F,FPA,V) such that ≻ is well-founded,   and ≻ are PA-
compatible, and ≻ is compatible with  , i.e.,   ◦ ≻ ⊆ ≻ or ≻ ◦   ⊆ ≻.
We make use of the following deﬁnition in order to extend relations on
T (F,FPA,V) to operate on terms with constraints.
Deﬁnition 26 (Relations on Constrained Terms). Let ⊲⊳ be a relation on
T (F,FPA,V). Let s,t be terms and let C be a PA-constraint. Then sJCK ⊲⊳ tJCK
iﬀ sσ ⊲⊳ tσ for all substitutions σ such that Cσ is PA-valid.
Example 27. Consider the relation >PA on PA-terms over V, deﬁned by s >PA t
iﬀ s > t is PA-valid. Then we have x+y  >PA x since x+y > x is not PA-valid.
On the other hand, we do have x + yJy > 0K >PA xJy > 0K. ♦
Using PA-reduction pairs, PA-based rewrite rules l → rJCK such that lJCK ≻
rJCK can be removed from a termination problem if all remaining PA-based
rewrite rules l′ → r′JC′K satisfy l′JC′K   r′JC′K.
Theorem 28 (Processor Based on PA-reduction Pairs). Let ( ,≻) be a
PA-reduction pair and let Proc be a termination processor with Proc(P) =Proving Termination of Imperative Programs via Term Rewriting 15
• {P − P′}, if P′ ⊆ P such that
– lJCK   rJCK for all l → rJCK ∈ P − P′, and
– lJCK ≻ rJCK for all l → rJCK ∈ P′.
• {P}, otherwise.
Then Proc is sound and complete.
Proof. We ﬁrst show soundness of the termination processor. In the second case
this is obvious. Otherwise, we need to show that every inﬁnite P-chains contains
only ﬁnitely many PA-based rewrite rules from P′. Thus, assume that l1 →
r1JC1K,l2 → r2JC2K,... is an inﬁnite P-chain using the substitution σ. Hence,
riσ ≃PA li+1σ and Ciσ is PA-valid for all i ≥ 1.
Since liJCiK   riJCiK for all li → riJCiK ∈ P − P′ and liJCiK ≻ riJCiK for
all li → riJCiK ∈ P′ we obtain liσ   riσ or liσ ≻ riσ for all i ≥ 1. Hence, the
inﬁnite P-chain gives rise to
l1σ ⊲⊳1 r1σ ≃PA l2σ ⊲⊳2 r2σ ≃PA l3σ ...
where ⊲⊳i ∈ { ,≻}. Since   and ≻ are PA-compatible, we obtain
l1σ ⊲⊳1 l2σ ⊲⊳2 l3σ ...
If the inﬁnite P-chain contains inﬁnitely many PA-based rewrite rules from P′,
then ⊲⊳i = ≻ for inﬁnitely many i. In this case, the compatibility of ≻ with
  produces an inﬁnite ≻ chain, contradicting the well-foundedness of ≻. Thus,
only ﬁnitely many PA-based rewrite rules from P′ occur in the inﬁnite P-chain
and there thus exists an inﬁnite (P − P′)-chain as well. Completeness of the
termination processor follows from Lemma 18. ⊓ ⊔
Example 29. Continuing Example 23, we are left with the termination problem
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y)Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y + 1) → eval2(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (3)
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval1(x,y)Jy  > 0K (5)
In the next section we show that the relations deﬁned by evali(x,y) ≻ evalj(x′,y′)
iﬀ x + y > x′ + y′ is PA-valid and evalj(x,y)   evalj(x′,y′) iﬀ x + y ≥ x′ + y′
is PA-valid form a PA-reduction pair. Using this PA-based reduction pair, we
get eval2(x,y + 1) ≻ eval2(x,y), eval2(x + 1,y) ≻ eval1(x,y), and eval1(x,y)  
eval2(x,y). The termination processor of Theorem 28 thus returns the termina-
tion problem {(1)}, which is transformed into the trivial termination problem ∅
by the termination processor of Theorem 28 since TG({(1)}) does not contain
any SCCs. Thus, we have show that the PA-based TRS from Example 6 (and
thus the imperative program it was generated from) is terminating. ♦16 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
6.4 Generation of PA-reduction Pairs
For the generation of PA-reduction pairs, we propose to use relations based on
polynomial interpretations with coeﬃcients from Z. A PA-polynomial interpre-
tation maps each symbol f ∈ F to a polynomial over Z such that Pol(f) ∈
Z[x1,...,xn] if f has n arguments. This mapping is then extended to terms
from T (F,FPA,V) by letting
[f(t1,...,tn)]Pol = Pol(f)(t1,...,tn)
for all f ∈ F. Additionally, a PA-polynomial interpretation ﬁxes a constant
cPol ∈ Z.
PA-polynomial interpretations generate relations on terms as follows. In the
following, ≥(Z,N), >(Z,N), and =(Z,N) mean that the respective relations hold in
the integers for all instantiations of the variables by natural numbers.
Deﬁnition 30 (Relations ≻Pol and  Pol). Let Pol be a PA-polynomial inter-
pretation. Then ≻Pol is deﬁned by s ≻Pol t iﬀ [s]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol and [s]Pol >(Z,N)
[t]Pol. Similarly,  Pol is deﬁned by s  Pol t iﬀ [s]Pol ≥(Z,N) [t]Pol.
The following theorem shows that the relations  Pol and ≻Pol give rise to
PA-reduction pairs.
Theorem 31. Let Pol be a PA-polynomial interpretation. Then ( Pol,≻Pol) is
a PA-reduction pair.
Proof. We need to show that ≻Pol is well-founded, that  Pol and ≻Pol are PA-
compatible, and that ≻Pol is compatible with  Pol.
≻Pol is well-founded: For a contradiction, assume s1 ≻Pol s2 ≻Pol ... is an
inﬁnite descending sequence of terms. This means that [si]Pol >(Z,N) [si+1]Pol
for all i ≥ 1. Additionally, [si]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol for all i ≥ 1. But this is clearly
impossible.
 Pol and ≻Pol are PA-compatible. Let s  Pol t and assume that s′ ≃PA s and
t ≃PA t′. We have s = f(s∗),s′ = f(s′∗),t = g(t∗), and t′ = g(t′∗), where
s∗ ≃PA s′∗ and t∗ ≃PA t′∗. We thus have [s′]Pol = Pol(f)(s′
1,...,s′
n) =(Z,N)
Pol(f)(s1,...,sn) ≥(Z,N) Pol(g)(t1,...,tm) =(Z,N) Pol(g)(t′
1,...,t′
n) because
s  Pol t. But this means s′  Pol t′. The PA-compatibility of ≻Pol is shown
the same way.
≻Pol is compatible with  Pol: For showing that ≻Pol ◦  Pol ⊆ ≻Pol, let s ≻Pol
t  Pol u, i.e., [s]Pol >(Z,N) [t]Pol ≥(Z,N) [u]Pol and [s]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol. But then
[s]Pol >(Z,N) [u]Pol as well and therefore s ≻Pol u.
We also have  Pol ◦ ≻Pol ⊆ ≻Pol. To see this, let s  Pol t ≻Pol u. Then
[s]Pol ≥(Z,N) [t]Pol >(Z,N) [u]Pol and [t]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol. But then we also have
[s]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol and [s]Pol >(Z,N) [u]Pol, i.e., s ≻Pol u. ⊓ ⊔Proving Termination of Imperative Programs via Term Rewriting 17
In order to check whether sJCK ≻Pol tJCK holds we need to check whether
sσ ≻Pol tσ for all substitutions σ such that Cσ is PA-valid, i.e., we need to show
that [sσ]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol and [sσ]Pol >(Z,N) [tσ]Pol, both under the assumption
that Cσ is PA-valid. But this can be achieved by showing that C ⇒ [s]Pol ≥ cPol
and C ⇒ [s]Pol > [t]Pol are (Z,N)-valid, i.e., true in the integers for all instantia-
tions of the variables by natural numbers. If the polynomial interpretation maps
every function symbols to a linear polynomial this is decidable since then the
interpretation of any term is a linear polynomial as well. If the PA-polynomial
interpretation contains non-linear polynomials then the problem becomes unde-
cidable due to the undecidability of Hilbert’s 10th problem. However, there are
suﬃcient conditions for this. The same argument applies to checking whether
sJCK  Pol tJCK holds.
For the automatic generation of PA-based polynomial interpretations for a
termination problem P it is necessary to ﬁx the shape of the polynomials that
are to be used and a ﬁnite interval from which the coeﬃcients of the polynomials
are to be chosen. This produces a ﬁnite search space, which could be searched
exhaustively in principle. For a more eﬃcient search method, it is possible to
obtain non-linear Diophantine constraints on the coeﬃcients, which can then be
solved by existing methods [7,11].
6.5 Chaining of PA-based Rewrite Rules
We can replace a PA-based rewrite rule l → rJCK by a set of new PA-based
rewrite rules that are formed by chaining l → rJCK to the PA-based rewrite
rules that may follow or precede it in an inﬁnite chain. This way, we obtain
more information about the possible substitutions used for a chain. Chaining
corresponds to executing bigger parts of the imperative program at once, span-
ning several control points.
In the following, CUPA(s,t) denotes a complete set of PA-uniﬁers for the
terms s,t. We are only interested in computing CUPA(s,t) for terms s,t ∈
T (F,FPA,V). If s and t have diﬀerent root symbols, then CUPA(s,t) = ∅.
Otherwise, PA-uniﬁcation is reduced to solving systems of linear Diophantine
equations. Thus, CUPA(s,t) is ﬁnite and can be computed, see e.g. [6].
Theorem 32 (Processor Based on Forward Chaining). The termination
processor with Proc(P ∪ {l → rJCK}) = {P ∪ P′}, where P′ = {l  → r′ JC  ∧
C′ K | l′ → r′JC′K ∈ P ∪ {l → rJCK},  ∈ CUPA(r,l′)} is sound and complete.
Proof. For soundness we need to show that every occurrence of (a variable re-
named version of) l → rJCK and the PA-based rewrite rule following it in an
inﬁnite chain can be replaced by some PA-based rewrite rule from P′. Thus, as-
sume some inﬁnite chain contains ...,v1 → w1JD1K,l → rJCK,l′ → r′JC′K,v2 →
w2JD2K,..., where v1 → w1JD1K may be absent if l → rJCK is the ﬁrst PA-based
rewrite rule in the inﬁnite chain.
Let the inﬁnite chain be based on the substitution σ, i.e., rσ ≃PA l′σ and Cσ
and C′σ are PA-valid. Thus, σ is a PA-uniﬁer of r and l′ and there exists a   ∈18 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
CUPA(r,l′) and a substitution τ such that σ ≃PA  τ. Since we can assume that
the variables of l  → r JC K and l′  → r′ JC′ K do not occur elsewhere in the
chain, we can modify σ to behave like τ on these variables. Then we can replace
l → rJCK,l′ → r′JC′K by l  → r′ JC  ∧ C′ K since w1σ ≃PA lσ ≃PA l σ, the
instantiated PA-constraint C σ∧C′ σ is PA-valid because Cσ and C′σ are PA-
valid and σ ≃PA  σ, and r′ σ ≃PA r′σ ≃PA v2σ. Since l  → r′ JC ∧C′ K ∈ P′,
we obtain an inﬁnite (P ∪ P′)-chain.
For completeness, assume there exists an inﬁnite (P ∪ P′)-chain. We need
to show that every PA-based rewrite rule from P′ in this chain can be replaced
by PA-based rewrite rules from P ∪ {l → rJCK}. Thus, assume some inﬁnite
chain contains ...,v1 → w1JD1K,l  → r′ JC  ∧ C′ K,v2 → w2JD2K,..., where
l  → r′ JC ∧C′ K ∈ P′ and v1 → w1JD1K may be absent if l  → r′ JC ∧C′ K
is the ﬁrst PA-based rewrite rules in the inﬁnite chain. Assume that the inﬁnite
chain uses the substitution σ.
Since l  → r′ JC ∧C′ K ∈ P′, we know that there exists a PA-based rewrite
rule l′ → r′JC′K ∈ P ∪ {l → rJCK} such that   ∈ CUPA(r,l′). We show that we
can replace l  → r′ JC  ∧ C′ K ∈ P′ in the chain by l → rJCK,l′ → r′JC′K. For
this, we modify the substitution σ to behave like  σ on the variables of l → rJCK
and l′ → r′JC′K. We then get w1σ ≃PA l σ = lσ, rσ = r σ ≃PA l′ σ = l′σ, and
r′σ = r′ σ ≃PA v2σ. Furthermore, Cσ = C σ and C′σ = C′ σ are PA-valid
because C σ ∧C′ σ is PA-valid. Thus, we obtain an inﬁnite (P ∪{l → rJCK})-
chain. ⊓ ⊔
Example 33. We consider the imperative program
while (x > y) {
if (x > z) {
either {
y++
} or {
z++
}
} else {
x--
}
}
It is translated into the PA-based TRS
eval1(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y,z) Jx > yK (1)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y + 1,z)Jx > zK (2)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z + 1)Jx > zK (3)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(0,y,z) Jx  > z ∧ x < 1K (4)
eval2(x + 1,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z) Jx + 1  > zK (5)
The initial termination problem {(1) − (5)} gives rise to the termination graphProving Termination of Imperative Programs via Term Rewriting 19
(1)
(2)
(3) (4)
(5)
and the termination processor of Theorem 22 deletes the rewrite rule (4) since
it is not in the single SCC {(1),(2),(3),(5)} of this termination graph. The
termination processor of Theorem 28 deletes the rewrite rule (5) by using a PA-
polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x1. We
are thus left with the termination problem {(1),(2),(3)}.
Intuitively the measure 2x−y−z decreases in the computations corresponding
to this termination problem, but a polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = 2x1−x2−x3 cannot be used since Pol(eval2(x,y,z)) =
2x − y − z cannot be shown to be at least cPol by using the constraint x > z
alone.
Note that in any chain, the rewrite rule (1) is followed by either rule (2) or
rule (3), but not by rule (1) itself. Using the termination processor of Theorem
32, the PA-based rewrite rule (1) is thus replaced by the rewrite rules
eval1(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y + 1,z) Jx > y ∧ x > zK (1.2)
eval1(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z + 1) Jx > y ∧ x > zK (1.3)
which are obtained by chaining rule (1) with rule (2) and rule (3), respectively.
We thus obtain the termination problem {(1.2),(1.3),(2),(3)}, which is trans-
formed into the termination problem {(1.2),(1.3)} by the termination processor
of Theorem 22 since the rewrite rules (2) and (3) are not in the single SCC of
the termination graph. The termination problem {(1.2),(1.3)} is transformed
into the trivial termination problem ∅ by the termination processor of Theo-
rem 28 by using the above PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval1) = 2x1 − x2 − x3 since x > y ∧ x > z ⇒ 2x − y − z ≥ 0 and
2x − y − z > 2x − y − z − 1 are (Z,N)-valid. Therefore, we have show that
the PA-based TRS (and thus the imperative program) is terminating. ♦
Similarly to considering the PA-based rewrite rules that may follow l → rJCK,
we may also consider the PA-based rewrite rules that may precede it.
Theorem 34 (Processor Based on Backward Chaining). The termination
processor with Proc(P ∪ {l → rJCK}) = {P ∪ P′}, where P′ = {l′  → r JC′  ∧
C K | l′ → r′JC′K ∈ P ∪ {l → rJCK},  ∈ CUPA(r′,l)} is sound and complete.
Proof. For soundness we need to show that every occurrence of (a variable re-
named version of) l → rJCK (except possibly the ﬁrst one) and the PA-based
rewrite rule preceding it in an inﬁnite chain can be replaced by some PA-
based rewrite rule from P′. Thus, assume some inﬁnite chain contains ...,v1 →
w1JD1K,l′ → r′JC′K,l → rJCK,v2 → w2JD2K,..., where v1 → w1JD1K may be
absent if l′ → r′JCK is the ﬁrst PA-based rewrite rule in the inﬁnite chain.20 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Let the inﬁnite chain be based on the substitution σ, i.e., r′σ ≃PA lσ and C′σ
and Cσ are PA-valid. Thus, σ is a PA-uniﬁer of r′ and l and there exists a   ∈
CUPA(r′,l) and a substitution τ such that σ ≃PA  τ. Since we can assume that
the variables of l′  → r′ JC′ K and l  → r JC K do not occur elsewhere in the
chain, we can modify σ to behave like τ on these variables. Then we can replace
l′ → r′JC′K,l → rJCK by l′  → r JC′  ∧ C K since w1σ ≃PA l′σ ≃PA l′ σ, the
instantiated PA-constraint C′ σ∧C σ is PA-valid because C′σ and Cσ are PA-
valid and σ ≃PA  σ, and r σ ≃PA rσ ≃PA v2σ. Since l′  → r JC′ ∧C K ∈ P′,
we obtain an inﬁnite (P ∪ {l → rJCK} ∪ P′)-chain, where l → rJCK occurs at
most as the very ﬁrst PA-based rewrite rule. By possibly omitting this PA-based
rewrite rule we obtain an inﬁnite (P ∪ P′)-chain.
For completeness, assume there exists an inﬁnite (P ∪ P′)-chain. We need
to show that every PA-based rewrite rule from P′ in this chain can be replaced
by PA-based rewrite rules from P ∪ {l → rJCK}. Thus, assume some inﬁnite
chain contains ...,v1 → w1JD1K,l′  → r JC′  ∧ C K,v2 → w2JD2K,..., where
l′  → r JC′ ∧C K ∈ P′ and v1 → w1JD1K may be absent if l′  → r JC′ ∧C K
is the ﬁrst PA-based rewrite rules in the inﬁnite chain. Assume that the inﬁnite
chain uses the substitution σ.
Since l′  → r JC′  ∧ C K ∈ P′, we know that there exists a PA-based
rewrite rule l′ → r′JC′K ∈ P ∪ {l → rJCK} such that   ∈ CUPA(r′,l). We
show that we can replace l′  → r JC′  ∧ C K ∈ P′ in the chain by l′ →
r′JC′K,l → rJCK. For this, we modify the substitution σ to behave like  σ on
the variables of l′ → r′JC′K and l → rJCK. We then get w1σ ≃PA l′ σ = l′σ,
r′σ = r′ σ ≃PA l σ = lσ, and rσ = r σ ≃PA v2σ. Furthermore, C′σ = C′ σ
and Cσ = C σ are PA-valid because C′ σ ∧ C σ is PA-valid. Thus, we obtain
an inﬁnite (P ∪ {l → rJCK})-chain. ⊓ ⊔
Example 35. We again consider the termination problem
eval1(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y,z) Jx > yK (1)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y + 1,z)Jx > zK (2)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z + 1)Jx > zK (3)
from Example 33. By applying the termination processor of Theorem 34 the
PA-based rewrite rule (2) is replaced by
eval1(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y + 1,z)Jx > y ∧ x > zK (1.2)
We then apply the same termination processor to the PA-based rewrite rule
(3), replacing it by
eval1(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z + 1)Jx > y ∧ x > zK (1.3)
The resulting termination problem {(1),(1.2),(1.3)} can be handled like the
termination problem {(1.1),(1.2),(3),(4)} in Example 33. ♦Proving Termination of Imperative Programs via Term Rewriting 21
7 Detecting Bad Termination Problems
In this section we present a suﬃcient condition for a termination problem to be
bad. This way, we can not only prove termination within our framework, but
also non-termination. This is very helpful for debugging programs.
Our method for detecting bad termination problems is based on loops. A
similar notion is also used in [15].
Deﬁnition 36 (Looping Termination Problems). A termination problem
P is looping iﬀ there exists a PA-based rewrite rule l → rJCK ∈ P and a
substitution   such that C  is PA-valid and l  ≃PA r  or l  ≃PA r.
Here, the problem of determining whether there exists a substitution   such
that C  is PA-valid and l  ≃PA r  for l = f(s∗) and r = f(t∗) is reduced to
PA-satisﬁability of the constraint C ∧ s∗ ≃ t∗. For the second case, i.e., does
there exist a substitution   such that C  is PA-valid and l  ≃PA r, it is also
possible to construct a constraint which is PA-satisﬁable iﬀ such a substitution
  exists. Next, we show that looping termination problems are indeed bad.
Lemma 37. If the termination problem P is looping, then P is bad.
Proof. Let l → rJCK ∈ P and let   be a substitution such that C  is PA-valid
and l  ≃PA r  or l  ≃PA r. We show that l → rJCK,l → rJCK,... is an inﬁnite
P-chain. If l  ≃PA r  then the substitution σ which instantiates the renamed
variables “like  ” shows this claim. If l  ≃PA r then the substitution σ which
instantiates the renamed variables of the ﬁrst PA-based rewrite rule “like  ”,
the renamed variables of the ﬁrst PA-based rewrite rule “like   ”, etc., shows
this claim. ⊓ ⊔
This criterion gives rise to the following termination processor for detecting
bad termination problems.
Theorem 38 (Processor Based on Looping Termination Problems). Let
Proc be a termination processor with Proc(P) =
• no, if P is looping.
• {P}, otherwise.
Then Proc is sound and complete.
Proof. Immediate by Lemma 37 and Lemma 18. ⊓ ⊔
Example 39. The imperative program
while (x < 77) {
x := 2x
}22 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
is translated into
eval(x) → eval(2x)Jx < 77K (1)
By considering the substitution   = {x  → 0} we see that the termination prob-
lem {(1)} is looping since (x < 77)  = (0 < 77) is PA-valid and eval(x)  =
eval(0) ≃PA eval(2 0) = eval(2x) . Thus, the termination processor of Theorem
38 returns no and the PA-based TRS is non-terminating. ♦
In general, the termination processors of Section 6.5 might need to be applied
before the termination processor of Theorem 38 is able to detect a loop.
Example 40. The imperative program
while (x <> y) {
if (x > y) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y + 1)
} else {
(x, y) := (x + 1, y - 1)
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y + 1)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > y ∧ x < 1K (1)
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y + 1)Jx + 1  ≃ y ∧ x + 1 > yK (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(x + 1,0)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x  > y ∧ y < 1K (3)
eval(x,y + 1) → eval(x + 1,y)Jx  ≃ y + 1 ∧ x  > y + 1K (4)
The termination problem {(1) − (4)} is ﬁrst transformed into the termination
problem {(2),(4)} by the termination processor of Theorem 19 since the con-
straints of (1) and (3) are PA-unsatisﬁable. We then apply the termination
processor of Theorem 32 to the PA-based rewrite rule (2) and replace that rule
by the following two rules:
eval(x + 2,y) → eval(x,y + 2)Jx + 2  ≃ y ∧ x + 2 > y∧
x + 1  ≃ y + 1 ∧ x + 1 > y + 1K (2.2)
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x + 1,y)Jx + 1  ≃ y ∧ x + 1 > y∧
x  ≃ y + 1 ∧ x  > y + 1 K (2.4)
By considering the substitution   = {x  → y} and the PA-based rewrite rule
(2.4) we see that the termination problem {(2.2),(2.4),(4)} is looping since
(x + 1  ≃ y ∧ x + 1 > y ∧ x  ≃ y + 1 ∧ x  > y + 1) 
= (y + 1  ≃ y ∧ y + 1 > y ∧ y  ≃ y + 1 ∧ y  > y + 1)
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have adapted techniques from the term rewriting literature in order to show
termination of imperative programs operating on numbers via a two-stage ap-
proach to termination analysis. In the ﬁrst stage, an imperative program is trans-
lated into a rewrite system operating on natural numbers. The second stage
consists of analyzing the termination of such PA-based TRSs. For the second
stage, we have specialized and simpliﬁed the dependency pair framework for
normalized equational rewriting with constraints [10]. We have presented sev-
eral termination processors within this framework, which, in combination with
polynomial interpretations, have been used to prove termination of a large col-
lection of imperative programs from the literature.
The class of imperative programs considered in this paper imposes limita-
tions, and we will investigate ways to relax them. It should be possible to con-
sider integers (either mathematical integers or ﬁnite intervals of these as used in
common programming languages) instead of natural numbers as a built-in data
type. This could be further generalized by considering arbitrary built-in theories
as long as validity of constraints and matching are decidable. Further, we will
investigate how some commonly used features of imperative programming lan-
guages such as arrays can be integrated. We believe that the proposed approach
can easily be integrated into a termination tool for TRSs such as AProVE [12].
For this, a decision procedure for PA-validity and a PA-uniﬁcation procedure
are needed as black-boxes, and the generation of polynomial interpretations can
be automated by adapting techniques and heuristics discussed in [7,11].
Acknowledgements: We thank Mark Marron for helpful comments on an earlier
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A Examples
A.1 Bubble Sort
The following imperative program fragment describes the updates to the loop
indices in the bubble sort algorithm.
while (x > 0) {
y := 0;
while (y < x) {
y++
}
x--
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,0) Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,y + 1)Jy < xK (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(0,y) Jy  < x ∧ x < 1K (3)
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval1(x,y) Jy  < x + 1K (4)
Using the termination graph
(1) (2) (3) (4)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 transforms the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3),(4)} into the termination problem {(1),(2),(4)}. With the help of
a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x1
this termination problem is transformed into the termination problem {(2)} by
the termination processors of Theorem 28 and Theorem 22. This termination
problem can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28 using a
PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval2) = x1 − x2 since
y < x ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and y < x ⇒ x − y > x − (y + 1) are (Z,N)-valid.
A.2 Binary Search
The following imperative program fragment describes the updates to the upper
and lower bound used in binary search.
while (l < u) {
either {
l := (l + u + 2) / 2
} or {
u := (l + u) / 2
}
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is translated into
eval(l,u) → eval(l
′,u)Jl < u ∧ 2l
′ ≤ l + u + 2 ∧ l + u + 2 < 2l
′ + 2K (1)
eval(l,u) → eval(l,u′)Jl < u ∧ 2u′ ≤ l + u ∧ l + u < 2u′ + 2K (2)
The termination problem {(1),(2)} can be handled by the termination pro-
cessor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0
and Pol(eval) = Pol(eval) = x2 − x1 since
l < u ⇒ u − l ≥ 0
l < u ∧ l + u + 2 < 2l
′ + 2 ⇒ u − l > u − l
′
l < u ∧ 2u′ ≤ l + u ⇒ u − l > u′ − l
are (Z,N)-valid.
A.3 Simple Increasing Loop
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
y++
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y + 1)Jx > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x − y > x − (y + 1)
are (Z,N)-valid.
A.4 Increasing Loop with PA-based Condition
The imperative program fragment
while (x >= y + 1) {
y++
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y + 1)Jx ≥ y + 1K (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval) = x1−x2 since x ≥ y+1 ⇒ x−y ≥ 0 and x ≥ y+1 ⇒ x−y > x−(y+1)
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A.5 Loop with Two Increasing Variables
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y + z) {
(y, z) := (y + 1, z + 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y + 1,z + 1)Jx > y + zK (1)
The termination problem {(1)}) can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 − x3 since x > y + z ⇒ x − y − z ≥ 0 and x > y + z ⇒
x − y − z > x − (y + 1) − (z + 1) are (Z,N)-valid.
A.6 Boolean Combination in Conditions
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y && x > z) {
(y, z) := (y + 1, z + 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y + 1,z + 1)Jx > y ∧ x > zK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval) = 2x1 −x2 −x3 since x > y ∧x > z ⇒ 2x−y −z ≥ 0 and x > y ∧x >
z ⇒ 2x − y − z > 2x − (y + 1) − (z + 1) are (Z,N)-valid.
A.7 Increase in All Variables
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
(x, y) := (x + 1, y + 2)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x + 1,y + 2)Jx > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval) = x1−x2 since x > y ⇒ x−y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x−y > (x+1)−(y+2)
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A.8 Increase by Addition
The imperative program fragment
while (x >= z) {
z := z + y + 1
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z + y + 1)Jx ≥ zK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval) = x1 −x3 since x ≥ z ⇒ x−z ≥ 0 and x ≥ z ⇒ x−z > x−(z+y+1)
are (Z,N)-valid.
A.9 Increase in Diﬀerent Variables
The imperative program fragment
while (x <> y) {
if (x > y) {
y++
} else {
x++
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y + 1)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(x + 1,y)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x  > yK (2)
(3)
The termination problem {(1),(2)} can be handled by the termination pro-
cessor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0
and Pol(eval) = (x1 − x2)2 since
(x − y)2 ≥ 0
x  ≃ y ∧ x > y ⇒ (x − y)2 > (x − (y + 1))2
(x − y)2 ≥ 0
x  ≃ y ∧ y > x ⇒ (x − y)2 > ((x + 1) − y)2
are (Z,N)-valid.28 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
B Examples From the Termination Problem Data Base
Here, we take the imperative programs from the directory TRS/Beerendonk in
the Termination Problem Data Base 4.0 [21] and translate them into PA-based
rewrite rules. The ﬁle i.trs in that directory gives rise to our Example i below.
B.1 Example 1
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
x--
}
is translated into
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + 1 > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y)Jx > y ∧ x < 1K (2)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1)} since the constraint
of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be handled by the
termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1.
B.2 Example 2
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y + 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y + 1)Jx + 1 > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y + 1)Jx > y ∧ x < 1K (2)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1)} since the constraint
of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be handled by the
termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1.
B.3 Example 3
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
y := x + y
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is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,x + y)Jx > yK (3)
The termination problem {(3)} can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x − y > −y are
(Z,N)-valid.
B.4 Example 4
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
(x, y) := (y, x)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(y,x)Jx > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x − y > y − x are
(Z,N)-valid.
B.5 Example 5
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && 2 | x) {
x--
}
is translated into
eval(x + 1) → eval(x)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ 2 | x + 1K (1)
eval(x) → eval(0)Jx > 0 ∧ 2 | x ∧ x < 1K (2)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1)} since the constraint
of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be handled by the
termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1.
B.6 Example 6
The imperative program fragment
while (!(2 | x)) {
x--
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is translated into
eval(x + 1) → eval(x)J2  | x + 1K (1)
eval(x) → eval(0)J2  | x ∧ x < 1K (2)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1)} since the constraint
of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be handled by the
termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1.
B.7 Example 7
The imperative program fragment
while (!(2 | x)) {
x := x - 3
}
is translated into
eval(x + 3) → eval(x)J2  | x + 3K (1)
eval(x) → eval(0)J2  | x ∧ x < 3K (2)
Using the termination graph
(1) (2)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 transforms the termination problem
{(1),(2)} into the termination problem {(1)}. This termination problem can be
handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial
interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1.
B.8 Example 8
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && y > 0) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y - 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x + 1,y + 1) → eval(x,y)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (1)
eval(x,y + 1) → eval(0,y)Jx > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0 ∧ x < 1K (2)
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,0)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ y < 1K (3)
eval(x,y) → eval(0,0)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x < 1 ∧ y < 1K (4)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3),(4)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1)} since the
constraints of (2), (3), and (4) are PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem
can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-
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B.9 Example 9
The imperative program fragment
while (x > z && y > z) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y - 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x + 1,y + 1,z) → eval(x,y,z)Jx + 1 > z ∧ y + 1 > zK (1)
eval(x,y + 1,z) → eval(0,y,z)Jx > z ∧ y + 1 > z ∧ x < 1K (2)
eval(x + 1,y,z) → eval(x,0,z)Jx + 1 > z ∧ y > z ∧ y < 1K (3)
eval(x,y,z) → eval(0,0,z)Jx > z ∧ y > z ∧ x < 1 ∧ y < 1K (4)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3),(4)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1)} since the
constraints of (2), (3), and (4) are PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem
can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-
polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1.
B.10 Example 10
The imperative program fragment
while (x <> 0) {
if (2 | x) {
x := x / 2
} else {
x--
}
}
is translated into
eval(x + 1) → eval(x) Jx + 1  ≃ 0 ∧ 2  | x + 1K (1)
eval(x) → eval(0) Jx  ≃ 0 ∧ 2  | x ∧ x < 1K (2)
eval(x) → eval(x
′)Jx  ≃ 0 ∧ 2 | x ∧ x < 0 ∧ x
′ ≃ 0K (3)
eval(x) → eval(x′)Jx  ≃ 0 ∧ 2 | x ∧ 2x′ ≤ x ∧ x < 2x′ + 2K (4)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3),(4)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(4)} since
the constraints of (2) and (3) are PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem
can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-
polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 since x + 1 > x and
x  ≃ 0 ∧ 2x′ ≤ x ∧ x < 2x′ + 2 ⇒ x > x′ are PA-valid.32 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
B.11 Example 11
The imperative program fragment
while (x <> 0) {
if (x > y) {
x := y
} else {
x--
}
}
is translated into
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + 1  ≃ 0 ∧ x + 1  > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y)Jx  ≃ 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x < 1K (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(y,y)Jx  ≃ 0 ∧ x > yK (3)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(3)} since the
constraint of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be handled
by the termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 since x + 1 > x and x > y ⇒ x > y are
PA-valid.
B.12 Example 12
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0) {
if (x > y) {
x := y
} else {
x--
}
}
is translated into
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1  > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y)Jx > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x < 1K (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(y,y)Jx > 0 ∧ x > yK (3)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3),} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(3)} since the
constraint of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be handled
by the termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 since x + 1 > x and x > y ⇒ x > y are
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B.13 Example 13
Example 13 is identical to Example 12 using our translation.
B.14 Example 14
Example 14 is identical to Example 11 using our translation.
B.15 Example 15
The imperative program fragment
while (x + y > 0) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
skip
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x > 0 ∧ x < 1K (1)
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1 > 0K (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,0)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ y < 1K (3)
eval(x,y + 1) → eval(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (4)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (5)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1)−(5)} is transformed into the termination problem {(2),(4)} since the con-
straints of the remaining PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable. This ter-
mination problem can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 +x2.
B.16 Example 16
The imperative program fragment
while (x + y > z) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
skip
}
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is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(0,y,z)Jx + y > z ∧ x > 0 ∧ x < 1K (1)
eval(x + 1,y,z) → eval(x,y,z)Jx + y + 1 > z ∧ x + 1 > 0K (2)
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,0,z)Jx + y > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ y < 1K (3)
eval(x,y + 1,z) → eval(x,y,z)Jx + y + 1 > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (4)
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z)Jx + y > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (5)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1)−(5)} is transformed into the termination problem {(2),(4)} since the con-
straints of the remaining PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable. This ter-
mination problem can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 +x2.
B.17 Example 17
The imperative program fragment
while (x + y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
x--
else if (x = y) {
x--
} else {
y--
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x > y ∧ x < 1K (1)
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1 > yK (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x ≃ y ∧ x < 1K (3)
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1  > y ∧ x + 1 ≃ yK (4)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,0)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x  ≃ y ∧ y < 1K (5)
eval(x,y + 1) → eval(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x  > y + 1 ∧ x  ≃ y + 1K (6)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1) − (6)} is transformed into the termination problem {(2),(4),(6)} since the
constraints of the remaining PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable. This
termination problem can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 +x2.
B.18 Example 18
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while (x > 0 || y > 0) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
skip
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y)J(x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x > 0 ∧ x < 1K (1)
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y)J(x + 1 > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x + 1 > 0K (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,0)J(x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ y < 1K (3)
eval(x,y + 1) → eval(x,y)J(x > 0 ∨ y + 1 > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (4)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y)J(x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (5)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1)−(5)} is transformed into the termination problem {(2),(4)} since the con-
straints of the remaining PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable. This ter-
mination problem can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 +x2.
B.19 Example 19
The imperative program fragment
while (x > z || y > z) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
skip
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(0,y,z)J(x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x > 0 ∧ x < 1K (1)
eval(x + 1,y,z) → eval(x,y,z)J(x + 1 > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x + 1 > 0K (2)
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z)J(x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ y < 1K (3)
eval(x,y + 1,z) → eval(x,y,z)J(x > z ∨ y + 1 > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (4)
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z)J(x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (5)36 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1)−(5)} is transformed into the termination problem {(2),(4)} since the con-
straints of the remaining PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable. This ter-
mination problem can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 +x2.
B.20 Example 20
The imperative program fragment
while (x = y && x > 0) {
while (y > 0) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y - 1)
}
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y)Jx ≃ y ∧ x > 0K (1)
eval2(x + 1,y + 1) → eval2(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (2)
eval2(x,y + 1) → eval2(0,y)Jy + 1 > 0 ∧ x < 1K (3)
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval2(x,0)Jy > 0 ∧ y < 1K (4)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(0,0)Jy > 0 ∧ x < 1 ∧ y < 1K (5)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x,y)Jy  > 0K (6)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1) − (6)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(2),(3),(6)} since
the constraints of the remaining PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable.
Using the termination graph
(1) (2) (3) (6)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 produces the two termination problems
{(2)} and {(3)}). Both of these termination problem can be handled by the
termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval2) = x2.
B.21 Example 21
The imperative program fragment
while (x = y && x > z) {
while (y > z) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y - 1)
}
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is translated into
eval1(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y,z)Jx ≃ y ∧ x > zK (1)
eval2(x + 1,y + 1,z) → eval2(x,y,z)Jy + 1 > zK (2)
eval2(x,y + 1,z) → eval2(0,y,z)Jy + 1 > z ∧ x < 1K (3)
eval2(x + 1,y,z) → eval2(x,0,z)Jy > z ∧ y < 1K (4)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval2(0,0,z)Jy > z ∧ x < 1 ∧ y < 1K (5)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z)Jy  > zK (6)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1) − (6)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(2),(3),(6)} since
the constraints of the remaining PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable.
Using the termination graph
(1) (2) (3) (6)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 produces the two termination problems
{(2)} and {(3)}). Both of these termination problem can be handled by the
termination processor of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval2) = x2.
B.22 Example 22
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0) {
while (y > 0) {
y--
}
x--
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y)Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,0)Jy > 0 ∧ y < 1K (2)
eval2(x,y + 1) → eval2(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(0,y)Jy  > 0 ∧ x < 1K (4)
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval1(x,y)Jy  > 0K (5)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1) − (5)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(3),(4),(5)} since
the constraint of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. Using the termination graph38 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
(1) (3) (5) (4)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 produces the termination problem
{(1),(3),(5)}). By using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x1 + x2, this termination problem is transformed
into the termination problem {(1)} by the termination processor of Theorem
28. This termination problem can be handled by the termination processor of
Theorem 22 since its termination graph does not contain any SCCs.
B.23 Example 23
The imperative program fragment
while (x > z) {
while (y > z) {
y--
}
x--
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y,z)Jx > zK (1)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval2(x,0,z)Jy > z ∧ y < 1K (2)
eval2(x,y + 1,z) → eval2(x,y,z)Jy + 1 > zK (3)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(0,y,z)Jy  > z ∧ x < 1K (4)
eval2(x + 1,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z)Jy  > zK (5)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1) − (5)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(3),(4),(5)} since
the constraints of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable. Using the termination graph
(1) (3) (5) (4)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 produces the termination problem
{(1),(3),(5)}). By using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x1 + x2, this termination problem is transformed
into the termination problem {(1)} by the termination processor of Theorem
28. This termination problem can be handled by the termination processor of
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B.24 Example 24
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
while (x > 0) {
x--
}
} else {
while (y > 0) {
y--
}
}
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK (1)
eval1(x,y) → eval3(x,y)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > yK (2)
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval2(x,y)Jx + 1 > 0K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(0,y)Jx > 0 ∧ x < 1K (4)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x,y)Jx  > 0K (5)
eval3(x,y + 1) → eval3(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (6)
eval3(x,y) → eval3(x,0)Jy > 0 ∧ y < 1K (7)
eval3(x,y) → eval1(x,y)Jy  > 0K (8)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1)−(8)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(2),(3),(5),(6),(8)}
since the constraints of the other PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable.
Using the termination graph
(1) (3) (5) (2) (6) (8)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 produces the termination problems
{(3)} and {(7)}. By a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0,Pol(eval2) =
x1, and Pol(eval3) = x2, both termination problems are transformed into the
trivial termination problem ∅ by using the termination processor of Theorem
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C Examples From the Literature
C.1 Example of Podelski and Rybalchenko
This example is a minor variation of the running example from [18]. The imper-
ative program fragment
while (x > 0) {
y := 1;
while (y > 0 && x > y) {
y := 2 * y
}
x--
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,1) Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,2y)Jy > 0 ∧ x > yK (2)
eval2(x + 1,y) → eval1(x,y) J¬(y > 0 ∧ x + 1 > y)K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(0,y) J¬(y > 0 ∧ x > y) ∧ x < 1K (4)
Using the termination graph
(1) (2) (4) (3)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 produces the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3)}). By using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x1, this termination problem is transformed into the
termination problem {(1),(2)} by the termination processor of Theorem 28. The
termination processor of Theorem 22 transforms this termination problem into
{(2)} since (1) is not in any SCC of its termination graph. Using a PA-polynomial
interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval2) = x1 − x2 the termination proces-
sor of Theorem 28 transforms it into the trivial termination problem ∅ since
x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and y > 0 ⇒ x − y > x − 2y are (Z,N)-valid.
C.2 Example of Cook et al.
This example is a minor variation of the (only) example from [8]. The imperative
program fragment
while (x > 0) {
(x, y) := (x + 1, 1);
while (x > y) {
y++
}
x := x - 2
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is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x + 1,1)Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,y + 1)Jx > yK (2)
eval2(x + 2,y) → eval1(x,y) Jx + 2  > yK (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(0,y) Jx  > y ∧ x < 2K (4)
Using the termination graph
(1) (2) (3) (4)
the termination processor of Theorem 22 produces the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3)}). By using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(eval1) = x1 + 1, Pol(eval2) = x1, this termination problem is transformed
into the termination problem {(1),(2)} by the termination processor of Theo-
rem 28. This termination problem, in turn, is transformed into the termination
problem {(2)} by the termination processor of Theorem 22. The termination
problem {(2)} can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28 by
using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval2) = x1 − x2
since x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and x − y > x − (y + 1) are (Z,N)-valid.
C.3 Example of Col´ on and Sipma
This example is a minor variation of the (only) example from [4]. The imperative
program fragment
while (x <= 100 && y <= 77) {
(x, y) := (y, x + 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(y,x + 1)Jx ≤ 100 ∧ y ≤ 77K (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled by the termination processor
of Theorem 28 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = −177 and
Pol(eval) = −x1 − x2 since x ≤ 100 ∧ y ≤ 77 ⇒ −x − y ≥ −177 and −x − y >
−y − (x + 1) are (Z,N)-valid.
C.4 Example of Bradley et al.
This example is a minor variation of the main example from [2]. The program
computes the greatest common divisor of two positive natural numbers. The
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while (x <> y && x > 0 && y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
x := x - y
} else {
y := y - x
}
}
is translated into
eval(x + y,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + y  ≃ y ∧ x + y > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x + y > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y ∧ x < yK (2)
eval(x,y + x) → eval(x,y)Jx  ≃ y + x ∧ x > 0 ∧ y + x > 0 ∧ x  > y + xK (3)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,0)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ y < xK (4)
Using the termination processor of Theorem 19, the termination problem
{(1),(2),(3),(4)} is transformed into the termination problem {(1),(3)} since the
constraints of the remaining PA-based rewrite rules are PA-unsatisﬁable. This
termination problem can be handled by the termination processor of Theorem 28
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval) = x1 + x2
since
x + y  ≃ y ∧ x + y > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x + y > y ⇒ x + 2y > x + y
x  ≃ y + x ∧ x > 0 ∧ y + x > 0 ∧ x  > y + x ⇒ 2x + y > x + y
are (Z,N)-valid.Proving Termination of Imperative Programs via Term Rewriting 43
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